
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Avondale Jockey Club Date: Wednesday 15 October 2014  
Weather: Fine 
Track: Good (3) 
Rail: True 
Stewards: N Ydgren (Chairman), A Coles, M Williamson, P Kinsey 
Typist: M Gemmell  

 

GENERAL: 
Due to aggravating a previous knee injury rider L Innes was unable to fulfil his engagements today with the changes listed 
below.  Mr Innes has been advised that he must provide a clearance before resuming.  

 

SUPPLEMENTARY: 
 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: HALLELOOJAH, YES, INCREDITABLE HULK, JUST THE DEAL, JET TRAC, EYE RACED NINETY,  

SILVER MINX, SHOW NO EMOTION, AMADEUS 
Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race  2 P Rodewald SIR AL SYD 
Presenting horse with different gear to which had been notified [Rule 616(4)] 
fined $50.  

Warnings: Race  3 D Johnson DENNIS DENUTO 
Shifted ground 1000 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race 
Race  
Race 

4 
5 
7 

JAFA JILL, warning – barrier manners. 
MONGOLIAN HERO.  Clear ECG required following a trial. 
OOMPA.   Clear ECG required following a trial. 

Medical Certificates: L Innes – Medical clearance required. 

Rider Changes: Race  2 ITSFORFREE – M Cameron for L Innes (injured) 

 Race 5 SECRET PLAN –M Sweeney for L Innes 

 Race 8 DEEBEE DON –  M Hills for L Innes 

 Race 9 SACRED WINS –  L Satherley for L Innes 

Late Scratchings: Race      8      WAITOKI FLOWER -  Veterinary advice, 4.20pm (at barrier) 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 NZB Insurance Pearl Series Race 

HUNGRY EYES (D Johnson) began awkwardly and then was further hampered when THE DARK KNIGHT (S Spratt) shifted 
out with HUNGRY EYES losing ground as a result. 
BUFFALO JOE (M Du Plessis) hung out, running wide around the final bend. 
THE DARK KNIGHT hung out rounding the final bend. 
PEPE LE PEW (A Jones) shifted out under pressure in the final straight, finishing wide on the track. 
Rider M Du Plessis was dislodged upon returning to the birdcage with BUFFALO JOE escaping back to the stabling area.   
Both horse and rider were uninjured in this incident.  
When questioned with regards to the run of BENOIT rider M Cameron explained the filly had drawn poorly and then been 
unsuited to racing wide throughout. 
 



 

 

Race 2 Cato Bolam 2100  

JUSTIFIED (R Hutchings) was slow away. 
SIR AL SYD (R Norvall) shifted out when jumping away, making contact with INA JAM (L Magorrian). 
ROAD TO ROME (R Smyth) over-raced in the early stages. 
YES (M Du Plessis) raced keenly through the middle stages. 
Near the 1600 metres DIAMOND CITI (C Dell) had to be steadied when awkwardly positioned close to the heels of 
ITSFORFREE (M Cameron).   DIAMOND CITI was then taken forward to lead near the 1000 metres. 
ROAD TO ROME weakened passing the 600 metres. 
Passing the 300 metres DIAMOND CITI shifted outwards abruptly. 
When questioned with regards to the performance of QUANTUM MAELSTROM rider C Grylls could offer no explanation 
but advised he had been disappointed with the efforts of the gelding.   A post race veterinary examination of QUANTUM 
MAELSTROM revealed a minor laceration to the right front leg. 
Trainer P Rodewald was issued with a $50 Minor Infringement Notice for presenting SIR AL SYD with gear that was 
different to which had been notified. 
 

Race 3 Jardine Lloyd Thompson 1200 

COUNTING HOUSE (C Dell) began awkwardly, making contact with VENTURA (J Oliver) losing ground. 
TARTAN TWO (D Nolan) and BUFF THE DIAMOND (J Wong) were both slow to begin. 
DENNIS DENUTO (D Johnson) and LAAFFAIRE (L Magorrian) were crowded when leaving the barrier, between 
INCREDITABLE HULK (C Grylls) and AFFOGATO (R Hutchings) which both shifted ground. 
COUNTING HOUSE over-raced in the early stages. 
Racing towards the 1000 metres DENNIS DENUTO was shifted down the track by rider D Johnson which dictated 
INCREDITABLE HULK and HAPI GIRL inwards with rider M Wenn having to steady HAPI GIRL in consequence.   Rider D 
Johnson was shown the films and issued with a warning for the manner in which she shifted ground. 
LAAFFAIRE raced wide and without cover throughout. 
Passing the 500 metres VENTURA became awkwardly placed close to the heels of INCREDITABLE HULK and became 
unbalanced for several strides. 
AFFOGATO lay inwards under pressure through the final straight.   When questioned with regards to the performance of 
this gelding rider R Hutchings explained AFFOGATO to be unsuited to the strong tempo of today’s race. 
Racing towards the 250 metres VENTURA had to be steadied and shifted outwards when awkwardly positioned to the 
inside of HAPI GIRL which had been taken down the track by DENNIS DENUTO which was laying inwards under pressure. 
 

Race 4 Bayleys Real Estate 1200  

JAFA JILL proved difficult to load with a warning placed on the mare’s barrier record. 
ANNAMEIKA (L Satherley) and EXCITAR (S Collett) both began awkwardly. 
PARISDOTCON (D Johnson) began awkwardly and then was further hampered by JUST THE DEAL (M Cameron) and JAFA 
JILL (K Joyce) when both those runners began awkwardly. 
INDIAN GIVA (M Du Plessis) was slow away. 
JUST THE DEAL got its head up and raced keenly in the early stages. 
Nearing the 900 metres PARISDOTCON which was racing keenly had to be steadied away from the heels of JUST THE DEAL. 
JAFA JILL raced wide throughout. 
Racing past the 400 metres PARISDOTCON shifted outwards and bumped with INDIAN GIVA which was taken wider. 

Race 5 Ray White Commercial 1400  

CANDYBELLE (L Satherley) jumped in abruptly on jumping away. 
JET TRAC (S Collett) began awkwardly, shifting in hampering SECRET PLAN (M Sweeney). 
SHARPSHOOTER (A Jones) was slow away. 
DYLAN DE LAGO (D Johnson) and CORUNDUM (R Hutchings) were crowded when leaving the barrier, between MARTINI 
LASS (S Spratt) and IMPERIUM (M Cameron). 
ICE COOL (L Magorrian) shifted out abruptly when leaving the barrier, making contact with BIG MEADSY (M Hills). 
BORN HAPPY (J Oliver) raced greenly shortly after assuming the lead in the early stages.   The Stewards questioned Rider J 
Oliver regarding this where it was established that the mare had re-acted poorly to becoming awkwardly placed close to 
the running rail.   Mr Oliver was advised that in future he should be more aware of his racing position than he had been on 
this occasion. 
SECRET PLAN and BORN HAPPY raced keenly through the early and middle stages. 
DYLAN DE LAGO raced wide throughout. 
Racing towards the 800 metres BORN HAPPY which had been leading had to be steadied away from the heels of ICE COOL 
which was improving down the track.  As the rider of ICE COOL, L Magorrian was shown the films and spoken to for the 
manner in which he completed this maneuver.  
When questioned with regards to the run of DYLAN DE LAGO rider D Johnson explained that after being checked in the 



 

 

leaving the barrier, the gelding had been reluctant to race within the field which had caused her some difficulty.   Ms 
Johnson further advised she had been disappointed with the efforts of the gelding over the final stages.   A post race 
veterinary examination of DYLAN DE LAGO revealed no abnormalities. 
A post race veterinary examination revealed the colt to be suffering from cardiac arrhythmia.   The connections were 
advised that MONGOLIAN HERO must now produce a clear ECG following a trial.  
L Magorrian advised that ICE COOL had cast a hind plate on the first bend and then hung outwards through the final 
straight which had restricted his ability to ride the mare out fully. 
 

Race 6 Inglis Yearling Sales Series 2015 1400  

MONGOLIAN STORM (M Cameron) shifted in abruptly when leaving the barrier. 
BONGA LADY (BR Jones) was slow away. 
ROYAL ATTITUDE (R Smyth) and REBEL ROSE (D Nolan) came together when leaving the barrier. 
O’MARA (C Grylls) over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
Racing into the bend near the 900 metres RESULT MERCHANT (L Magorrian) had to be steadied when crowded for racing 
room and becoming awkwardly positioned close to the heels of PERFECT ROSE (Z Moki) which lay inwards.   In 
consequence to this REBEL ROSE, MISS DISTINGUISH (S Collett) and SARNIA (J Oliver) were checked and taken wider on the 
track. Apprentice rider Z Moki was shown the films and spoken to advisedly for the manner in which she attempted to shift 
ground. 
EYE RACED NINETY (M Du Plessis) was inclined to shift up the track under pressure over the final stages. 
S Ritchie, the trainer of the second placed horse FOOTSIE (S Spratt) viewed Stewards’ footage alleging interference by the 
first placed horse EYE RACED NINETY in the final straight, but elected not to proceed with an objection. 
 

Race 7 Kiwi Golfer 2100  

SILVER MINX (L Magorrian) and FIRST RESPONSE (S Spratt) were slow away. 
Near the 1700 metres TOP CHOICE (M Du Plessis) had to be restrained off the heels of COOL ONE (BR Jones). 
BACH (C Grylls) improved forward passing the 1300 metres and raced wide for some distance until assuming the lead near 
the 900 metres. 
ALL ZEDIN DONE raced wide from the 1000 metres. 
SILVER MINX and TABLE ONE (D Johnson) raced keenly through the middle stages. 
OOMPA (A Jones) weakened from the 600 metres.   A post race veterinary examination of the gelding showed the horse to 
be suffering from cardiac arrhythmia.   The connections were advised that they would need to provide a veterinary 
certificate including a clear ECG following a trial for OOMPA, with connections advising the mare is now to be spelled.  
Near the 200 metres COOL ONE briefly raced in restricted room when positioned to the inside of SILVER MINX which had 
been taken inwards by TABLE ONE which lay in under pressure. 
When questioned with regards to the performance of ALL ZEDIN DONE Rider J Oliver explained the gelding would prefer 
some easing of the ground.  
 

Race 8 Carlaw 1400  

WAITOKI FLOWER knuckled when leaving the enclosure.   Rider R Hutchings requested the mare be checked by prior to the 
start after it had warmed up indifferently.   WAITOKI FLOWER was a late scratching on veterinary advice at 4.20pm when it 
was found to be lame in the near fore leg.  
SHOW NO EMOTION (J Oliver) shifted in abruptly when leaving the barrier, hampering DEEBEE DON (M Hills) which lost 
ground. 
ZAH GIRL (C Dell), EVEN BETTER (S Collett) and RAPID GAIN (M Cameron) began awkwardly. 
BLACK MASCARA (C Grylls) shifted inwards when leaving the barrier and bumped with LUCKY FEATHER (BR Jones) which 
was unbalanced for several strides. 
RAPID GAIN over-raced in the early stages. 
TAKE CHARGE (S Spratt) raced wide throughout. 
SHOW NO EMOTION was inclined to lay outwards through the final straight and then shifted outwards abruptly over the 
concluding stages. 
RAPID GAIN lost the off hind plate during the running. 
DUFELLFORTE lost the near fore plate during the running. 
 

Race 9 Battersby Funeral Services 1400  

OUR KISMET (S Collett) began awkwardly. 
BOMBER JET (A Jones) was very slow away. 
HE’S A BIGDEEL (D Nolan) began awkwardly, shifting in crowding SUMOTORI (M Wenn) which had begun awkwardly. 
HE’S A BIGDEEL over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
VELOCIOUS SATIN (S Spratt) raced wide throughout.  



 

 

Racing towards the 1100 metres RUSTANA (J Oliver) improved on to the heels of READYWHENYOUARE (M Cameron) which 
was steadying and shifting in.   As a result of this CHIPANDCHASE (M Du Plessis), BOMBER JET, SUMOTORI and HE’S A 
BIGDEEL all had to be steadied. 
Approaching the 900 metres HE’S A BIGDEEL which had been over-racing became awkwardly placed between RUSTANA 
and SUMOTORI with HE’S A BIGDEEL then being hampered, losing ground. 
OUR KISMET had some difficulty obtaining clear racing room in the early stages of the run home and was then shifted 
outwards to improve near the 300 metres which inconvenienced EMILY MONK (D Johnson). 
WHATZ OCCURRING (BR Jones) had some difficulty obtaining clear running until near the 150 metres.  
 

 
 
 


